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Open Sea Marketplace
The world’s first and largest digital marketplace for

crypto collectibles and non-fungible tokens (NFTs).

Buy, sell, and discover exclusive digital items.

The way we value internet-native items is changing

with the development of blockchain technology.

Wallets for cryptocurrencies, and the online

collectibles market is taking shape before our eyes.

Scarce digital property is cropping up in all kinds of

industries around the world, and OpenSea is on a

mission to house internet goods from all corners of

the ecosystem.1.



SOLANA
Powerful for developers. Fast for everyone.

Solana is a decentralized blockchain built to enable 

scalable, user-friendly apps for the world.

With 2,743 transactions per second, with a $0,00025 

avg. cost per transaction, Solana have more than 83Bn 

of total transactions.

Solana is the fastest blockchain in the world and the

fastest growing ecosystem in crypto, with thousands

of projects spanning DeFi, NFTs, Web3 and more.
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Q4 2022Q1 2022

Q3 2022
Public sale @OpenSea 

at $SOL blockchain

Q2 2022
Web design and Social 

Media

Creation and 

development of the 

first NFT collection 

#Pengvin.NFT

Q3 2022
Roadmap, Open WL, 

Giveaways and 

Airdrops.

Percentage 

remurenation to animal 

shelter 5%, and staking 

another 15% of total 

amount

Timeline
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You Have Been Whitelisted

We want to show you that, we love your

fidelity.

We will open the whitelist, and you only need

a mail account and a phantom wallet to enter.

Just wait our instructions.

The whitelist will be opened for the first 500

accounts.
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Phantom Wallets
Phantom makes it safe & easy for you to store, buy,

send, receive, swap tokens and collect NFTs on the

Solana blockchain.

Ledger Support for additional security you can connect

your hardware wallet.

Available on iOS, Android, Chrome, Brave, Firefox and

Edge.

Download and How To, in official web.

https://phantom.app/
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Price, Supply and Rarities
Price per NFT: It will depend on the

status of the market at the launch, but a

fixed price aprox. 0.5 $SOL (15-20$)

Total supply of the collection: 3,333

· Legendary (SSR): 1-99 NFTs

· Epic (SR): 100-499 NFTs

· Rare (R): 500-999 NFTs

· Original (N): 1,000-3,333 NFTs
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History
This curious story begins in the most random way possible, when

two guys meet in a social network, without knowing each other and

begin to interact with common interests.

One of them turned out to be penguin-obsessed, drawing sketches

on paper for more than 15 years and flooding the walls with graffiti.

The other guy was an animal lover, obsessed with the crypto world,

this changed his life and opened his mind.

It turned out that both boys were from the same city and were

born on the same day in the same month of the same year.

Do you believe in fate? ROFL
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Helping Real Animals

They need our help, they are vulnerable, they suffer

quit, diseases, etc.

They need us, we know it and we want to help

them.

We want to donate the 5% of every sell to them

witout doubts, proving it and sharing pictures and

videos, watching our friends playing happy.

If you love animals, we love you.
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Team
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#Cris

Founder

Designer and Dev

#JD

Founder

Designer and RRSS



Web and Social Media
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https://pengvin.world https://discord.gg/FuZJ89g4uthttps://twitter.com/Pengvin_NF
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